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Answer

The following are the production services being provided due to the

Covid-19 pandemic

! Health care and health technology;

As a result of the Covina-19 pandemic the provision or health care to

patients world wide has been increased and also health care related

facilities and apps that would help reduce the spread of the disease has

been created, apps that would help monitor one’s health and also provide

advice on what someone sick can do before proper treatment can be

carried out or provided and many programmers have worked hand in

hand with doctors so as to provide apps that would be able to allow the

patients to communicate with doctors even during the lock down

process.Other health care devices are being produced to provide health

care services to the mass and investing in this area would be wise and

would bring about high profitability.



! Production of hand sanitizer and other sanitizer

products;

Due to the corona virus researchers have been able to discover that

hand sanitizer and other sanitizer products have been able to kill the virus

in surfaces and on the hand so it is advisable to use such products and

thus has lead to the increase in the production of these products by many

companies some companies convert into the production of such products

while some individuals invest in theses products for it is the highest selling

products being provided.

! Soap production;

Due to the corona virus pandemic and the fact that it had been

proven that washing the hands regular can help reduce the spread of the

disease investing in the production of soap and other disinfectants is also

wise due to it’s high demand in the market.

! Telecommunication services;

Due to the lockdown many students and companies have been

closed off And this has led to do use of technological devices to enable

communications between students and their teachers which has helped

them to continue with their academics even in the comfort of their homes

and has also helped many workers keep in touch with company affairs or

matters that are work related. Investing the telecommunications industry

would be greatly advices and would yield a lot of profits.



! Face mask, gloves and other body protection gears

production;

One of the ways to prevent contacting the virus is by social distancing

or the use of face mask gloves and other body protective gears, this has

lead to the increase of such items and investing in the production of these

items would be advantageous as it would yield a lot of income in the

market due to its high demand.

! Electricity services;

Due to the coronavirus pandemic a lot of people have been restricted

to stay in their houses and to make this easier and more comfortable for

them the production of proper electricity and other power plants services

have been increased and investment in such sectors would be wise as it

would generate large income.

! Entertainment;

Staying at home isn’t easy with nothing to do and this could be very

boring that is why the entertainment industry has been providing non

stop entertainment services for the masses and investing in this area can

also be considered, companies like GOtv and DStv can be invested into to

help decrease boredom and increase viewings.


